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Articles

William Blake and His Circle: A Checklist of Scholarship in 2018
By Wayne C. Ripley, with works in Romance languages collected and compiled by Fernando Castanedo and works in Japanese collected and compiled by Hikari Sato

Blake and Music, 2018
By Jason Whittaker

Blake and Exhibitions, 2018
By Luisa Calè

Interview

William Blake: The Artist (Tate Britain, 11 September 2019–2 February 2020): An Interview with Martin Myrone
By Luisa Calè

Reviews

William Blake, Vahiy Kitapları [Prophetic Works], trans. Kaan H. Ökten
Reviewed by Ramazan Saral

G. E. Bentley, Jr., Boondoggles: Travels of a Restless Professor
Reviewed by Sarah Jones